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Temperature monitored on the cuff surface of an endotracheal tube reflects body temperature Moritz Haugk, MD; Peter Stratil, MD; Fritz Sterz, MD; Danica Krizanac, MD; Christoph Testori, MD; Thomas Uray, MD; Julia Koller, MD; Wilhelm Behringer, MD; Michael Holzer, MD; Harald Herkner, MD, MSc Objective: When treating patients with cardiac arrest with mild therapeutic hypothermia, a reliable and easy-to-use temperature probe is desirable. This study was conducted to investigate the accuracy and safety of tracheal temperature as a measurement of body temperature. Design: Observational cohort study. Setting: Emergency department of a tertiary care university hospital. Patients: Patients successfully resuscitated from cardiac arrest intended for mild hypothermia therapy. Interventions: Intubation was performed with a newly developed endotracheal tube that contains a temperature sensor inside the cuff surface. During the cooling, mild hypothermia maintenance, and rewarming phases, the temperature was recorded minute by minute. These data were compared with the temperature assessed by esophageal and blood temperature probes. Thereafter, tracheoscopy was performed to evaluate the condition of the tracheal mucosa.



P



ostresuscitation care has been considerably improved over the last several decades. One of the most promising milestones was the implementation of mild therapeutic hypothermia after cardiac arrest. Growing evidence in animal and human studies has documented or suggested the beneficial effects of mild hypothermia (32–34°C) on the outcome after cardiac arrest (1, 2). Recently, the European Resuscitation Council
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Measurements and Main Results: Approximately 2000 measurements per temperature sensor per patient were recorded in 21 patients. The mean bias between the blood temperature and the tracheal temperature was ⴚ0.16°C (limits of agreement: ⴚ0.36°C to 0.04°C). The mean bias between the esophageal and tracheal temperatures was ⴚ0.22°C (limits of agreement: ⴚ0.49°C to 0.07°C). Agreement between temperature probes investigated by the Bland-Altman method showed a mean bias of less than ⴚ1⁄4°C, and time lags assessed graphically by hysteresis plots were negligible. No clinically relevant injury to the tracheal mucosa was detected. Conclusion: Temperature monitoring at the cuff surface of an endotracheal tube is safe and provides accurate and reliable data in all phases of therapeutically induced mild hypothermia after cardiac arrest. (Crit Care Med 2010; 38:1569 –1573) KEY WORDS: cardiac arrest; induced hypothermia; body temperature; endotracheal intubation



and the American Heart Association published resuscitation guidelines recommending the use of mild hypothermia for 12–24 hrs in unconscious adults with restoration of spontaneous circulation (3, 4). Despite the proven benefit of mild hypothermia, several temperature management issues remain unanswered and need further investigation, including the optimum target temperature, rate of cooling, duration of hypothermia, and rate of rewarming (5). One unresolved issue is a reliable and easy to use temperature monitoring site. The measurement site should accurately reflect body temperature without being prone to measurement error and should result in few measurement lags resulting from idleness. Currently, monitoring sites include the tympanum, esophagus, bladder, rectum, or pulmonary artery through a Swan-Ganz catheter, which either have been shown to be unreliable in daily clinical life or are too cumbersome to use, especially out of the hospital arena (6 –10). Preliminary studies, even in pediatric patients, have shown that tracheal temperature is an effective, safe, and valuable means of mon-



itoring body temperature (11, 12). However, no further investigations have proven or pursued the concept of tracheal temperature monitoring in routine clinical practice, especially in patients treated with mild therapeutic hypothermia after cardiac arrest. The primary aim of this observational study was to investigate whether tracheal temperature measured through a newly developed endotracheal tube with a temperature probe on the cuff reflects body temperature during therapeutically induced mild hypothermia in patients resuscitated from cardiac arrest with at least the same quality, accuracy, and reliability as established temperature probes. The secondary aim of this observational study was to test the safety of this device.



MATERIALS AND METHODS Patients who were receiving therapeutic hypothermia after cardiac arrest (13) were eligible for this observational cohort study. The Institutional Review Board for human
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studies approved the protocol with an exception from informed consent guidelines. None of the patients ended up having consent refused by next of kin or recovered patients after they were contacted. The one homeless patient without next of kin recovered and we were able to successfully contact him for the consent procedure. Standard intensive care (14) was provided, and cooling was performed to a temperature of 32–34°C using different cooling strategies (Table 1) and maintained for 24 hrs followed by rewarming (0.4°C/hr). Primary temperature measurements in the esophagus were established with a temperature sensor (Mona-therm; Mallinckrodt, Inc, St Louis, MO). Blood temperature was recorded with a pulmonary artery catheter (Thermodilution Catheter, Swan-Ganz, 7 Fr; Edwards Lifesciences Corporation, Nyon, Switzerland), which is part of routine care in our department. The ordinary endotracheal tube was replaced with a specially designed temperature tube (Supplemental Figs. 1 and 2; Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/ CCM/A145; and Supplemental Digital Content 2, http://links.lww.com/CCM/A146) before the start of cooling, and all gas warmers were turned off during the cooling period. CookAirway-Exchange-Catheters (Cook Medical Inc, Bloomington, IN) were used for this procedure. This endotracheal temperature tube had a double-layer, high-volume, low-pressure cuff with a flat temperature sensor (Beta Therm, Galway, UK) between the two cuff layers and was checked in a water bath for accuracy per EN12470-4: 2000 Clinical Thermometers. A monitoring device (Philips Intellivue MP70; Philips Medizinische Systeme GesmbH, Wien, Austria) recorded and stored all readings automatically at 1-min intervals. After cooling for 24 hrs and rewarming to an esophageal temperature of 36°C, the investigational temperature tube was replaced with an ordinary endotracheal tube. During this maneuver, a tracheoscopy was performed to evaluate the condition of the tracheal mucosa. All relevant clinical data for the patients were collected in a registry database (Table 2). Continuous data are presented as the mean and SD or median and 25–75% interquartile range as indicated. Categorical data are presented as counts and relative frequency. We investigated the agreement between tracheal temperature and blood temperature and esophageal temperature. We assessed time lag graphically by producing hysteresis plots showing patient-wise tracheal vs. core temperature over time. Lines that remain fairly constant indicate the synchronicity of the probe reaction, whereas
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bellied lines indicate hysteresis. Agreement between the two temperature measurement methods was investigated by the BlandAltman method, in which we allowed for repeated measures (15). The mean bias and the overall limits of agreement (⫾2 SDs) were calculated. To allow for the clustered nature of our data, we used a linear random intercept regression model to calculate the 95% confidence interval of the mean bias. This model was also used to separate withinTable 1. Cooling methods used in 21 patientsa Surface pads Surface blanket Cold intravenous fluid Spontaneous, no cooling needed a



19 2 14 1



The sum exceeds the total of 21 resulting from the use of more than one cooling method in some patients.



patient variability components from between-patient variability components. We also calculated an intraclass correlation coefficient. MS Excel (Microsoft Inc, Redmond, WA) and Stata 9.0 for Mac (Stata Corp, College Station, TX) were used for data analysis and statistical testing.



RESULTS Twenty-four patients were eligible for the study from November 2008 to April 2009. Three of these patients were not included in the study; in one case, the esophageal temperature probe was misplaced in the trachea, and in two other cases, the patient died soon after admission. Blood temperature was recorded with a pulmonary artery catheter in 16 patients, and esophageal temperature measurements were made in



Table 2. Demographic data from 21 patients with cardiac arrest Age in years, median (IQR) Male sex, n/N (%) Home as location of cardiac arrest, n/N (%) Cardiac etiology of cardiac arrest, n/N (%) Bystander CPR, n/N (%) Initial heart rhythm was VF, n/N (%) Initial heart rhythm was asystole or PEA, n/N (%) Number of shocks, median (IQR) Adrenaline in mg given during CPR, median (IQR) Time from cardiac arrest to restoration of spontaneous circulation in minutes, median (IQR)



61 (53–74) 18/21 (86) 21/21 (100) 18/21 (86) 9/21 (42) 15/21 (71) 6/21 (29) 4 (1–6) 4 (2–6) 25 (20–34)



IQR, interquartile range; CPR, cardiopulmonary resuscitation; VF, ventricular fibrillation; PEA, pulseless electrical activity.



Figure 1. Hysteresis plot showing tracheal vs. core temperature for each patient over time with core temperatures represented by pulmonary artery blood temperature. The narrowness of these curves indicates the synchronicity of the probe reaction with negligible hysteresis.
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all 21 patients. Table 2 presents demographic patient data. Hysteresis plots show narrow curves indicating negligible hysteresis (Fig. 1). Table 3 reports the level of agreement between esophageal and tra-



cheal temperatures and between blood and tracheal temperatures. Bland-Altman plots (Fig. 2A–B) indicate sufficient agreement with a mean bias less than ⫺1⁄4°C compared with both reference probes.



Table 3. The difference between esophageal and tracheal temperatures (T) measured from 21 patients with cardiac arrest and the difference between blood and tracheal temperatures measured from 16 patients with cardiac arresta



Mean bias, °C (95% confidence interval) Limits of agreement, °C Between-subject SD of the mean bias, °C Within-subject SD of the mean bias, °C Intraclass correlation coefficient a



Ttracheal vs. Tesophageal



Ttracheal vs. Tblood



⫺0.22 (⫺0.17 to ⫺0.27) ⫺0.49 to 0.07 0.11 0.08 0.67



⫺0.16 (⫺0.13 to ⫺0.20) ⫺0.36 to 0.04 0.07 0.07 0.47



Agreements are estimated using a linear random effects model.



Figure 2. A, Bland-Altman plot: the gray lines represent the temperature difference vs. the average temperature of each patient. The dotted line represents the mean bias (⫺0.16°C), and the dashed lines represent the upper and lower limits of agreement (⫺0.36°C; 0.04°C). B, Bland-Altman plot: the gray lines represent the temperature difference vs. the average temperature of each patient. The dotted line represents the mean bias (⫺0.22°C), and the dashed lines represent the upper and lower limits of agreement (⫺0.49°C; 0.07°C).
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All 21 patients underwent tracheoscopy before reinsertion of a standard tube. No clinically relevant injury to the tracheal mucosa was detected such as pressure marks, necrosis, tears, or bleeding.



DISCUSSION This study compared tracheal temperature with pulmonary artery and esophageal temperature measurements. The results document the accuracy and safety of tracheal temperature monitoring on the cuff surface as a surrogate of body temperature during mild therapeutic hypothermia after cardiac arrest in humans. These results suggest that temperature measurement from the tracheal mucosa through this tube reflects core body temperature as well as other established temperature probes. Table 3 shows that tracheal temperature correlates best with blood temperature. Limits of agreement are within a reasonable range because 95% of the values are within a temperature deviation range of ⫺0.5°C and 0.1°C, which is not clinically relevant. Both within-patient factors and betweenpatient factors contributed almost equally to variability as indicated by the component SD s. The mean bias of ⬍⫺0.25°C indicates a clinically negligible systematic measurement error. Narrow confidence intervals of the bias indicate a sufficiently precise measurement and the sufficient power of our study. Besides bias and variance, the response of a temperature probe to changes in body temperature is important, especially during periods of rapid temperature change. A measurement system can present an inertial reading resulting from technical issues or as a result of restricted perfusion to specific temperature sites and/or poor sensor placement (16). To quantify this delay, we calculated hysteresis, which has been shown to be a good method for quantifying the inertia of a measurement system. A very large hysteresis would imply a long response time to temperature changes and would thus be clinically unacceptable. The tracheal temperatures measured here only showed a very small hysteresis and good agreement with the pulmonary artery temperature (Fig. 1), which might be of benefit for the initiation of rapid cooling, even outside of the hospital, to improve outcome and survival after cardiac arrest (10, 17, 18). Early and accurate temper1571



ature monitoring makes it less difficult to control patient temperature (19, 20). A strength of this study is the direct comparison of blood temperature to tracheal temperature on a minute-byminute basis with a total of approximately 2000 measurements per temperature sensor per patient. A weakness of this study is that it was conducted using a prototype tube that needs further improvement. The temperature sensor at the cuff protrudes a little, so we had to examine the patients’ tracheal mucosa for pressure marks. Although no injuries to the mucosa were observed during the approximately 35 hrs that the temperature tube was inserted, we have no data for longer insertion times. We had to intubate each patient twice, once before cooling and again after rewarming, an invasive procedure during which difficult airway situations may arise. We did not observe such situations, and if this method is developed into a standard procedure, routine immediate and long-term ventilation should be available when this device is used in patients for targeted temperature management. There is no generally established definition for the degree of bias and variability that can be considered clinically reliable nor are there generally used methods for analyzing such data, which makes interpretation and direct comparison difficult (21). Some authors regard tracheal temperature as accurate in assessing core temperature (11, 12), whereas others consider a similar bias and variability as unacceptable for clinical use (22, 23). Hayes et al (11) used an endotracheal tube with two temperature sensors in five dogs. Body temperature was lowered to 26°C and then elevated toward 39°C. Cuff mean temperatures were 0.36°C lower than pulmonary artery temperatures and were considered to be reliable for measuring body core temperature. Yamakage et al (12) measured the tracheal temperature in 15 patients undergoing cardiac surgery with cardiopulmonary bypass. A thermistor was attached to the anterior inner surface of the cuff. The tracheal temperature had correlation coefficients greater than 0.99 with both the blood temperature from the cardiopulmonary bypass (r ⫽ 0.993, p ⬍ .001) and the jugular vein temperature (r ⫽ 0.993, p ⬍ .001). This study concluded that the monitoring of tracheal temperature is not only valuable in monitoring the core value, but is also convenient during general anesthesia. However, Matsukawa et al (22, 23) considered tracheal temperatures to be an inadequate substitute for 1572



conventional core temperature monitoring sites, with correlation coefficients (r2) of 0.7 and an offset of 0.7°C (esophageal minus tracheal temperature) in one study during gynecologic surgery (22) and in another study for lower abdominal surgery (23). Recently, the same authors (24) compared temperatures measured with thermocouples positioned on a laryngeal mask in 36 patients during orthopedic surgery and found this temperature monitoring site to be sufficiently accurate for routine clinical use. Various studies have found a bias between 0.03°C and 0.9°C and a variability between 0.2°C and 1.0°C (7, 8, 25, 26) during steady-state conditions and very slow temperature changes. During slow cooling (approximately 3°C/hr), a bias between 0.1°C and 0.56°C and a variability of 0.19°C to 0.4°C indicated reliable reflection of core temperature (11). Thus, the mean bias, between- and within-subject SDs of the mean bias, and the intraclass correlation coefficient of the esophageal and tracheal temperatures measured in 21 patients with cardiac arrest and the difference between blood and tracheal temperature measured in 16 patients with cardiac arrest (Table 3) imply the reliability of tracheal temperature probes. Tracheal thermometry could facilitate the implementation of mild hypothermia and minimize the risk of overcooling. The potential benefit of tracheal temperature measurements could be the redundancy of additional temperature probes, thereby simplifying resuscitation. Especially outside of the hospital, ambulance teams could easily access core temperature with such devices, which could support prehospital cooling efforts after successful resuscitation requiring endotracheal intubation; this procedure could be safer with this easyto-use and reliable temperature probe (10). We strongly believe that measuring body temperature through an endotracheal tube will simplify temperature management in intensive care unit patients both inside and outside of the hospital. Enhancements to this product will allow for further investigations in different settings.



CONCLUSION Temperature measurement through an endotracheal tube after cardiac arrest is feasible and safe and delivers accurate and reliable data in all phases of therapeutically induced mild hypothermia compared with established temperature probes. The absolute bias of the measurement is close to zero, and limits of agree-



ment are narrow. Emergency physicians and ambulance teams could use such tubes for accurate management of early cooling in patients after cardiac arrest.
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